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Introduction 
This paper describes a greatly enhanced version of the computer program S P E C T M ,  which was 
initially presented in Paper No. 96-RA104.01, at the A&WMA 89th Annual Meeting in June 1996.l The 
program has had three basic upgrades since that time. The first is provision of an option to use either 
batch-mode input from previously prepared data files or a “user-friendly” interactive input routine. The 
latter is primarily for first-time users and those having only one, or very few, spectra to process. The 
second improvement is the synthesis of 1/12 octave-band spectra from 113 octave-band spectra, with 
“tone correction,” in a manner similar to that used in the original version of the program. The third 
fundamental improvement is addition of a unique new capability to synthesize classic “critical-band” 
spectra from 113 octave-band input spectra. Critical-band spectra are also termed “equivalent- 
rectangular-bandwidth (Em)” and “equal-contribution-to-speech (ECS)” spectra. These scales of 
frequency distribution have fundamental significance for psychological-acoustics research concerning: 

Speech intelligibility 

Pitch perception 

Audibility of one sound (e.g., noise) in the presence of another (e.g., environmental background”) 

Loudness (“perceived magnitude”) of sound 

The degree of noise-induced stress (annoyance) produced by an intrusive sound, as heard by 
specific groups of listeners 

The program offers the user three basic application options: 
1. 

2. 

Synthesis of a 1/3 octave-band sound pressure (or power) level spectrum from an octave-band 
spectrum 
Synthesis of a 1/12 octave-band sound pressure (or power) level spectrum from a 1/3 octave-band 
spectrum 

3. Synthesis of a loudness spectrum (in sones) vs. pitch (in mels), b 
distribution, from a 1/3 octave-band spectrum 
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The practical applications of these options are discussed first, followed by descriptions of the synthesis 
techniques and, finally, presentations of some examples of their use. 

1/3 Octave-Band Applications 
The practical use of 1/3 octave-band spectra synthesized from octave-band spectra was discussed in the 
previously cited paper.’ In general, sound propagation modeling requires consideration of various 
attenuation mechanisms, such as meteorological effects (wind speed, direction, turbulence), air 
absorption, effects of ground cover (trees, brush, grasses), barrier effects of terrain and man-made 
structures, transmission losses through structural elements, and insertion losses through enclosures and 
acoustic-insulation materials (e.g., pipe lagging and wrapping)? In addition, the audibility of a particular 
intrusive source of noise (in the presence of other environmental background sounds) can often be 
relevant to an environmental impact study.3 

All of these physical and psychological mechanisms require analysis with at least 1/3 octave-band 
frequency resolution because the rate of change of both the attenuation and masking (audibility) functions 
typically increases 10 dB or greater per octave within frequency regions between 500 and 4,000 Hz? 
Thus, the difference between attenuation or audibility levels at octave-band central frequencies vs. at- 
band-limit frequencies will typically be 5 dB or more in medium- and high-frequency ranges. The use of 
only octave-band central-frequency attenuation or audibility values can cause errors of 3 to 6 dB in 
overall level and audibility calculations. Such calculational errors can result in a full step’s difference in 
the subjective-reaction category (e.g., marginally audible to clearly audible, moderately annoying to 
highly annoying). Consequently, to promote accurate results, most computer programs presently under 
development for modeling sound propagation, audibility, and degrees of psychological stress 
(ann~yance)~ are being prepared in 1/3 octave-band form. 

Sound-source data are often only available in octave-band spectrum form, if at all. Some of these data 
may contain significant tonal content. The frequency or frequencies at which tones occur can be 
determined or rationalized from knowledge of source electrical and/or mechanical characteristics such as 
rotational speed, fan-blade passage rate, gear-teeth mesh rate, and magnetic-field alternation rate (e.g., 
60, 120, or 360 Hz). This background information serves as “generic data.” The 1/3 octave-band 
spectrum synthesized by SPECTRAN from octave-band data has realistic, “smoothed” slopes and 
appropriately concentrated tonal components in that they are confined to the appropriate 1/3 octave- 
band(s). 

1/12 Octave-Band Applications 
Applications for synthesis of 1/12 octave-band spectra from 1/3 octave-band spectra are, admittedly, 
relatively limited. Usually, they concern location of noise sources in machinery complexes by correlation 
of prominent tones in the sound spectrum with known rotation, gear-mesh, or oscillatory rates (of 
machine components). When only a 1/3 octave-band measured spectrum is available (“generic data”), 
use of the synthesized 1/12 octave-band spectrum is more convenient for comparison with the known 
mechanical movement rates, expressed as cycles/second (Hz), to identify specific sources of noise. 

Critical-Band Applications 
The critical-band concept is fundamental to the understanding of human hearing.6 There are five main 
areas of practical application for critical-band spectra, as opposed to fundamental psychoacoustical 
research uses? One is the computation of accurate speech intelligibility (in percent) of direct and 
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electroacoustical voice communications.8 Another is the calculation of perceived (subjective) magnitude 
of sounds: loudness (in sone units), a subjectively linear (proportional) scale of intensity as perceived by 
human 
Synthesis of loudness vs. critical-band spectra can be a powerful tool for identifying the relative 
prominence of various sources of noise in producing subjective impact on listeners. In turn, this scale of 
measure (metric) is particularly useful in industry to compare the relative cost-effectiveness of various 
options in facility noise mitigation in advance of actual investment. Another pair of effects that are 
closely related and of special concern in assessing noise impacts are audibility and annoyance. 
Computation of the audibility of one “unwanted” sound (noise) in the presence of other “baekground” 
sounds (e.g., accepted environmental-ambient sounds) has been of concern for many Any level 
of noise audibility (in dB units), even marginally audible noise, can cause annoyance to particular 
individuals in specific listening situations. Superior models for prediction of annoyance to individuals and 
stimulation of community-complaint reactions must take into account one or more psychological factors 
of the listener situation, such as listener activity, social/work environment, or attitude toward the 
organization producing the audible noise. Some of these models require accurate calculation of the 
“masked” noise spectrum, prefeably by critical-band distribution (e.g., an “intrusion level spectrum” in 
dB units). 
that is, the pitch (in me1 units; 20 to 15,500 Hz = 0 to 2,400 mels)>10 is directly proportional to the 
critical-band frequency distribution (uniformly distributed critical-bands numbered in Bark units). 

(One sone equals the loudness of a 1 kHz tone at a level of 40 dB ref. 20 pPa.) 

3,5,13 Finally, the human hearing sensation of the “lowness” or “highness” of musical sounds, 

4,6,10- 

This distribution is also related to the perception of musical harmony. 12,14,15 

Standard Logarithmic Frequency Scales 
The internationally standardized logarithmic scale of frequency (Hz) distribution16 is represented in Table 
1. This table lists the nominal and exact frequencies for both 1/3 and 1/12 octave-bands for the lowest 
and highest 1/3 octave bands (centered at nominal 25- and 10,000-Hz frequencies, respectively) within 
the nine-octave total range accommodated by S P E C T M .  The corresponding frequencies for the 
intermediate seven octaves can be computed using the formulas footnoted immediately below the table. 

Methodology 

Synthesizing l/3 Octave-Band Spectra 
The reader is referred to the original paper (1996).l 

Synthesizing 1/12 Octave-Band Spectra 
The methodology for synthesis of 1/12 octave-band spectra from given 1/3 octave-band spectra, was 
extended from the original SPECTRAN program.’ The program includes two modules, one for 
estimating 1/12 octave-band spectra and the other for accommodating tonal components, if any. 

Given a 1/3 octave-band spectrum, the method used in the SPECTRAN program generates a 1/12 octave- 
band spectrum while conserving the given 1/3 octave-band energy levels. The method uses simple 
algebraic operations to correct for differences between the given 1/3 octave-band energy levels and the 
energy sums of 1/12 octave-band levels initially estimated from the given 1/3 octave-band shape. 
Through iterations, a smooth 1/12 octave-band spectrum is generated, which faithfully follows the 
general shape of the given 1/3 octave-band spectrum. Along with the schematic diagram shown in Figure 
1, the general procedures for the SPECTRAN program are detailed as follows. 
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SteD (a): Based on a given 1/3 octave-band shape, 1/12 octave-band spectra are estimated by 
interpolation and extrapolation. For a given 1/3 octave-band power (or pressure) level, Yi, and with 1/12 
octave-band central frequencies being equidistant (or nonadjacent) from each 1/3 octave-band central 
frequency on a logarithmic scale, 1/12 octave-band power (or pressure) levels are linearly interpolated 
(extrapolated in the extreme) by the following: 

where Yi = given 1/3 octave-band level, where i is an IEC/ANSI number (integer), 
Ai4375 = proposed level of the 1/12 octave-band in the leftmost 1/12 of the 1/3 octave-band, 
Aia.125 = proposed level of the 1/12 octave-band in the inner-left 1/12 of the 1/3 octave-band, 
Ai4.125 = proposed level of the 1/12 octave-band in the inner-right 1/12 of the 1/3 octave-band, 
Ai4375 = proposed level of the 1/12 octave-band in the rightmost 1/12 of the 1/3 octave-band, and 
IL, IR = lower and upper IEC/ANSI numbers of given 1/3 octave-band frequencies 

(= 14 for 24.80 Hz, = 15 for 31.25 Hz ,..., = 40 for 10 kHz). 

For example, assume that sound levels of 48,40, and 44 dB at three consecutive 1/3 octave-band 
frequencies (say, 24.80,31.25, and 39.37 Hz) are given as shown in Figure 1. Using the above equation, 
1/12 octave-band levels of (51,49,47,45), (43,41,40.5,41.5), and (42.5,43.5,44.5,45.5) dB centered 
at 22.74 through 42.94 Hz are estimated. 

SteD (b): The estimated 1/12 octave-band levels are energy summed and differences from given 1/3 
octave-band levels are calculated in each 1/3 octave-band. New 1/3 octave-band levels (Z) and their 
differences (Di) from given 1/3 octave-band levels are calculated: 

In this example, Z,’s are 54.6,47.6, and 50.2 dB and Di’s are -6.6, -7.6, and -6.2 dB at 1/3 octave-bands 
24.80,31.25, and 39.37 Hz, respectively. 

Step (c): Only estimated 1/3 octave-band levels are lowered or raised by the differences pi’s) for each 
1/3 octave-band: 

Ai t Ai + Di for i = IL,...,IR 

SteD (d): Based on the revised 1/3 octave-band spectrum shape, 1/12 octave-band levels are estimated by 
interpolation and extrapolation, as shown in Step (a). 
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Step (e): Repeat Steps (b) through (d) until the differences are within an assigned tolerance limit. 

The resultant 1/12 octave-band levels for this example are (44.7,42.4,40.1,37.8), (35.5, 33.1, 32.7, 
34. l), and (35.6,37.0, 38.4,39.8) dB in the 1/12 octave-bands centered at 22.74 through 42.94 Hz. The 
method is relatively easy to formulate and estimated 1/12 octave-band spectra generally follow the shape 
of the given 1/3 octave-band spectra, while conserving their exact 1/3 octave-band energy levels. 

Processing Tonal Components 
As demonstrated in the previous paper,' estimated 1/12 octave-band spectra are significantly distorted in 
the frequency regions where tonal components exist when only the procedures discussed above are used. 
This is because 1/3 octave-band tonal components lift up the estimated 1/12 octave-band levels within the 
same 1/3 octave-band without creating 1/12 octave-band tonal peaks. To minimize this distortion, data- 
processing steps are added under the assumption that tonal frequencies are measured or can be estimated 
in advance from experience and generic data. For this analysis, a fixed 3-dB prominence is employed to 
detect the presence of a discrete tone. 

First, the 1/12 octave-band levels are estimated using the procedures described above, but neglecting the 
1/3 octave-band levels containing tonal components. For example, tonal components are at 32.17 Hz 
(assumed) and at 24.80,31.25, and 39.37 Hz (given). Using steps (a)-(e), the 1/12 octave-band levels 
can be estimated without using the given 1/3 octave-band level centered at 3 1.25 Hz. This step is to 
eliminate the effect of a tonal component on the level of the 1/3 octave-band containing it and on levels of 
adjacent 1/3 octave-bands. Then, it is assumed that the 1/12 octave-band containing the tone will have 
energy equal to the given level for the 1/3 octave-band containing it, minus the energy contained in the 
other three 1/12 octave-bands within the 1/3 octave. The latter value is obtained by mathematically 
processing the adjacent given levels of the 1/3 octave-band. This is accomplished by one of the following 
two procedures, step (fl) or (a), depending on the initial values to be adjusted. 

Step (fl): In general, most tonal 1/3 octave-band energy is concentrated in the 1/12 octave-band 
containing the prominent tonal component. To reconstruct a tonal spectrum, three initial values are 
needed: a given 1/3 octave-band level and two neighboring 1/12 octave-band levels within the given 1/3 
octave-band. These are obtained from the method in Steps (a)-(e), not including the level of the 1/3 
octave-band containing the tonal component. To distribute a given 1/3 octave-band energy to 1/12 
octave-bands, the amount of energy subtracted from the 1/12 octave-band containing the tonal frequency 
must be equal to that added to the nontonal bands. In so doing, one of the following quadratic equations 
(depending on the location of tonal component) can be solved to arrive at a tone-adjusted spectrum. For 
example, if a tonal component exists within the leftmost 1/12 octave-band of the four within the 1/3 
octave: 

If the above equation yields imaginary roots, the sum of the initial three levels already exceeds the given 
1/3 octave-band level. Also, the predicted 1/12 octave-band levels can be less than 3 dB, compared with 
neighboring 1/12 octave-band levels in a given 1/3 octave. In these cases, step (f2) will be used. This 
phenomenon generally takes place when the tonal signal is not that prominent, say barely over 3 dB. 
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Steu 02): This procedure is almost the same as Step (fl), except different initial values are used, The 
initial 1/12 octave-band levels are obtained in Steps (a)-(e), not including tonal components. To 
distribute a given 1/3 octave-band energy to 1/12 octave-bands, the amount of energy added to the 1/12 
octave-band containing the tonal frequency must be equal to that subtracted from the nontonal bands, 
while maintaining 3-dB prominence over neighboring nontonal bands in a given 1/3 octave. For example, 
if a tonal component exists within the leftmost 1/12 octave-band of the four within the 1/3 octave, the 
following linear equation can be constructed to obtain corrected 1/12 octave-band levels: 

Step (g): This procedure is for the case when a tonal component exists in the left- or right-most 1/12 
octave-band of an 1/3 octave. The level at tonal frequency is compared with that at the near-side 1/12 
octave-band frequency in the neighboring 1/3 octave. The same criterion of 3-dB prominence is used. If 
this test fails, another adjustment procedure for the 1/12 octave-bands of neighboring 1/3 octave is 
followed. For the nearest frequency in the neighboring 1/3 octave, the level is forced to lower by 3 dB to 
the level with a tone. For the second nearest frequency in the neighboring 1/3 octave, the level is forced 
to raise as much energy as the nearest level loses due to 3-d33 correction. Whether Steps (fl), (f2), or (g) 
are used depends on how prominent the tonal signal is and the shape of the initially given 1/3 octave-band 
spectrum 

Figure 2 illustrates the benefits of processing tonal components. The measured 1/12 octave-band 
spectrum (&,) occurring near a large steam-turbine-driven electrical generation system (within a turbine 
hall) is plotted in Figure 2 (solid line) along with a 1/12 octave-band spectrum synthesized from the 
measured 1/3 octave-band spectrum (dotted line). The differences are plotted in the lower part of the 
figure (4) to indicate “error” as a function of frequency band. In Figure 2(a), no processing for the 
prominent 60-, 120-, and 4,360-Hz tones actually in the measured spectrum was included in the run. The 
analogous results with these known tone frequencies input are plotted in Figure 2(b). The improvement 
is obvious: N, has been reduced at low frequencies in general, and the match of tonal frequencies in the 
synthesized spectrum is obviously improved. Consequently, it demonstrates that the prominent tonal 
frequencies should always be input when their frequency values are known or can be estimated. 

Synthesizing Critical-Band Spectra 
Critical-band spectra are synthesized from 1/12 octave-band spectra (obtained as described in the 
previous sections) in four additional steps. 

Step 1. Subtract arithmetically the 1/12 octave-band threshold-of-hearing levels from the 1/12 octave- 
band spectrum to obtain the 1/12 octave-band sensation (excitation) levels of the total given noise 
spectrum4 (The 1/12 octave-band threshold-of-hearing levels are synthesized from the 1/3 octave-band 
levels listed in Table 2 4,17,18 using the previously described synthesis function of the program.) 

Step 2. Compute the energy-sum (“logarithmically”) of the total-spectrum 1/12 octave-band levels 
(obtained in Step 1) into the appropriate critical-bands, in accordance with the distribution shown in 

23 critical-band sensation [excitation] levels). 
to obtain a critical-band sensation-level spectrum in decibels vs, Bark number (a set of Table 310,11,15 
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Step 3. The sensation level for each critical-band is converted to a loudness (‘perceived magnitude” or 
“loudness index”) in sones, in accordance with the following formula’: 

where ScB = critical-band loudness, in sones, and 
Ls = critical-band sensation level, in dB. 

Step 4. The individual critical-band loudness magnitude (in sones) is plotted against the subjectively 
linear pitch scale (in mels) and divided into 23 bands (Barks 1-23). Because each critical-band is 
100 mels in width, the range of the plotted data is from zero to 2,300 mels. The area under the plot is 
proportional to the total loudness of the sound.’2 The maximum loudness value occurring in any critical- 
band of a specific spectrum is considered in some research model~~’’~  to be proportional to annoyance to 
an individual. 

Examples 
This section illustrates the results of processing three industrial acoustical environments with 
SPECTRAN. The initial (measured) 1/3 octave-band spectra are converted to equivalent (synthesized) 
1/12 octave-band and to (synthesized) critical-band spectra. The acoustical environment of the 
generation system in a power plant turbine hall is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates a comparison of 
the initial 113 octave-band spectrum measured near a rock-conveyor system (in a quarry) with its 
synthesized 1/12 octave-band spectrum. The spectrum does not contain any prominent tones and the 
match (in “shape”) is very good. Figure 4 illustrates the synthesis of a 1/12 octave-band spectrum (from 
a 113 octave-band spectrum) of the environment within an acoustically isolated power plant control room, 
with tonal components at 60 and 260 Hz. 

When these spectra are converted to linearly subjective scales of loudness vs. pitch (sones vs. mels or 
Bark number), their appearance is significantly changed. The three subjective spectra are plotted together 
in Figure 5. Here we see that the conveyor noise is more than three times as loud as the turbine- 
generator system (more than three times the area under the plots), and more than three times as annoying 
(162 sones maximum vs. 45 sones maximum). The control room environmental noise is insignificant by 
comparison. It is apparent that the conveyor’s most offensive noise is spread from Bark 3 through Bark 
14 (200 to 1,400 Hz), with the most annoying energy in Barks 5 through 10 (400 to 1,000 Hz). Figure 2 
would imply that, for the steam-turbine generator, great attenuation of the 60- and 120-Hz sounds is 
needed; however, Figure 5 shows that the tones at 60 and 120 Hz are not prominent at all. Therefore, 
significant reduction of annoyance would require attenuation of all bands from Barks 2 through 15 
(1/3 octave-bands centered at 125 through 2,500 Hz). Attenuation of 60- and 120-Hz tones would not 
accomplish any signijicant reduction of annoyance. 

Conclusion 
Using only the conventional octave-band sound level (dB) vs. log-of-frequency (Hz) spectra when 
assessing noise impacts can be very misleading to the general public. The relative A-weighted sound level 
values provide no guidance at all for identification of mitigation-action priorities. Using critical-band 
plots of the loudness spectrum identifies the frequency ranges and associated sources, which should be 
assigned the highest priority for mitigation of noise impacts. 

I 
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Table 1. Nominal and standard (exact) frequencies of fractional-octave filters (base-2 log generation per 
ANSI S1.11-198616) for a nine-octave range. 

fLaln(n) = fc-lB(n + 0.5) / n =  13.5, 14.5 ,..., 40.5 b 

fc-l/lz(n) = fc-ln(n + 0.375) / 6 
fc-l/l~(n) = fc-ln(n + 0.125) / e 
fc-l/12(n) = fc-ln(n - 0.125) '~ 
fc-l/12(n) = fc-ln(n - 0.375) @ 

n = 13.625, 14.625 ,..., 39.625 
n = 13.875, 14.875 ,..., 39.875 
n = 14.125, 15.125 ,..., 40.125 
n = 14.375, 15.375 ,..., 40.375 

fL-l/lz(n) = fc-l/lz(n + 0.125) / % n = 13.5, 13.75, ..., 40.5 d 

e Of the 108 total Band numbers, just the first and last nine are presented in this table. 
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4,17,18 Table 2. Thresholds of hearing of male listeners for 113 octave-bands of noise, frontal incidence. 

IEC/ANSI Nominal Band-Center Frontal Threshold 
Band No. Frequency for 40-Year Old 

15 31.5 46 
16 40 41 
17 50 35 

19 80 25 
20 100 21 
21 125 18 

I 22 I 160 I 14 

400 I 5 
I 27 I 500 I 4 

28 630 2 
29 800 4 

I I ~ . .  

30 I 1 .ooo I 4 
I 

I 31 I 1,250 I 4 
32 1,600 4 

- 33 2,000 4 
34 2.500 5 

32 1,600 4 
33 2.000 4 

I I I -  - - ~ _ _  

34 2.500 I 5 I 
I 

35 3,150 6 
36 4,000 7 
37 5,000 9 
38 6,300 12 
39 8,000 14 
40 10,000 16 

I 41 I 12,500 I 27 
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10,11,15 Table 3. Scheme for integration of 108 1/12 octave-band levels (9-octave range) into critical-bands. 

Pitch Range (mels) Nominal Freq. Range (Hz) 

(Bark) No. Limit Limit Limit Limit Band No. (n) Band No. (n) An 

IEC 1/12 Octave-Bands Spanned 
Critical-Band Lower upper Lower Upper Lowest Highest Interval Number of 

Bands 
1 0 100 0 (20)" 100 13.625 19.875 6.25 26 
2 100 200 100 200 20.125 22.875 2.75 12 
3 200 300 200 300 23.125 24.625 1.50 7 
4 300 400 300 400 24.875 25.875 1 .oo 5 
5 400 500 400 510 26.125 26.875 0.75 4 
6 500 600 5 10 630 27.125 27.875 0.75 4 
7 600 700 630 770 (760)" 28.125 28.625 0.50 3 
8 700 800 770 (760)" 920 (910)" 28,875 29.375 0.50 3 
9 800 900 920 (910)" 1,080 (1,070)" 29,625 30.125 0.50 3 
10 900 1,000 1,080 (1,070)" 1,270 30.375 30.875 0.50 3 
11 1,000 1,100 1,270 1,480 31.125 31.625 0.50 3 
12 1,100 1,200 1,480 1,720 31.875 32.125 0.25 2 
13 1,200 1,300 1,720 2,000 32.375 32.875 0.50 3 
14 1,300 1,400 2,000 2,320 33.125 33.625 0.50 3 
15 1,400 1,500 2,320 2,700 33.875 34.125 0.25 2 
16 1,500 1,600 2,700 3,150 34.315 34.875 0.50 3 
17 1,600 1,700 3,150 3,700 35.125 35.625 0.50 3 
18 1,700 1,800 3,700 4,400 35.875 36.375 0.50 3 
19 1,800 1,900 4,400 5,300 36,625 37.125 0.50 3 
20 1,900 2,000 5,300 6,400 37,375 37.875 0.50 3 
21 2,000 2,100 6,400 7,700 38.125 38.625 0.50 3 
22 2,100 2,200 7,700 9,500 38.875 39.625 0.75 4 
23 2,200 2,300 9,500 12,000 39.875 40,375b 0.50 3 
24 2,300 2,400 12,000 15,500 40.625 41.625 I: = 108 

" Values of nominal frequency band limits in parentheses were suggested per Zwicker, Hottorp, and Stevens." 

centered at a nominal 8 kHz); band n = 40,625 is actually also within Bark number 23. 
Highest 1/12 octave-band for which data are available from the 1/3 octave-band (n=40) centered at a nominal 10 kJ3z (and the octave-band b 



Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the procedures used in the SPECTRAN program. 
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(e) Repeat #top8 (b)-(d) until the difference8 are within a siven toierance limit. . .  
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